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 Word meaning and Make sentence: 

1. Angry (adj.) -full of anger 

Make Sentence- He got angry when he lost his tiffin. 

2. Tremble (v.)- shake  

Make Sentence- The puppy is trembling with cold. 

3. Courage (n.)- bravery  

Make Sentence- Teachers give us the courage to study well. 

 

 Find out whether the statements are true or false. 

1. The lion become happy. 

Ans: False.  

2. The mouse was afraid of the lion. 

Ans: True 

3. The mouse threatened the lion to kill. 

Ans: False 

4. The lion addressed the mouse as little creature. 

Ans: True 

5. The lion fell into the trap. 

Ans: True 

 

 Choose the right answer: 
1. Who was sleeping under a tree? 

Ans: i. a lion 

2. What was the mouse doing near the lion? 

Ans: iii. playing 

3. Who woke the lion up? 

Ans: ii. The mouse 

4. Who got trapped? 

Ans: iii. the lion 

5. Who became friends finally? 



Ans: ii. The mouse and the lion 

 Matching  
(a + ii)= Once a lion was sleeping under a tree in a forest. 

(b + i)= A little mouse was playing nearby. 

(c + iv)= The lion woke up. 

(d+ v)= The mouse assured him. 

(e + iii)= Then the mouse called some other mice. 

 Answer each question in one sentence:  
1. Where was the lion sleeping? 

Ans:The lion was sleeping under a tree in the forest 

2. What was the mouse doing nearby? 

Ans: The mouse was playing nearby. 

3. Who fell into a trap? 

Ans: The lion fell into a trap. 

4. How did the mice help the lion? 

Ans: All the mice together bit the ropes with their teeth and made a big hole 

so that the lion can escape. 

5. What did the lion do finally? 

Ans: Finally the lion become friend with the mouse. 

6. Who is lion’s little friend? 

Ans. Mouse is the lion’s little friend.  
 

 Fill in the gaps using suitable words: 
1. The lion became ______. 

Ans: angry 

2. The mouse was ______ in fear. 

Ans: trembling 

3. The lion got as ______ as cucumber. 

Ans: cool 

4. The lion fell into the trap and he_____. 

Ans: roared 

5. The mice bit the ropes and made a big _______. 

Ans: hole. 

 


